Filmmakers and Music

Music helps tell the story
Know the story. Commit to it. Be specific.
If you are vague or general the result will lose impact.
Music can help but only if you know what you want.

Music helps Unify
Music helps unify your production by using themes
attached to characters and places. Just dropping in songs
you like usually assures a mediocre production.
Thematic development allows multiple story levels.
Music and film are time-oriented art forms. Understand how
different rhythms and bpm can affect energy, pacing,
setups and payoffs.

Music tells the feeling story
Music tells the underlying story, like the keel of a ship.
Themes can tell us what the character is feeling or
thinking.
Because of this, you can foreshadow or recall
characters or places if your musical themes are clear
enough.

Music Quality
Don't expect the music to save your production.
Don't scrimp on music.
The more time and quality in the composition and
recording, the better the quality of the final
production.

Collaborating with Composer
Know the emotion you want to evoke
Consider the instrument timbre = character
Shape/draw feeling state of scenes
Consider genres
Think outside the box - e.g. go opposite

Outside the Box
Don't get attached to your scratch tracks. A good collaboration
with a composer will help you think outside your comfort zone
(that means you’re growing) and actually contribute to
something you may not be aware of.
Unless it’s a music video, it's not about the music.
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Rhythm
Rhythm is how the time in music is organized. It is the design in time. We
recognize music most often through patterns. Rhythm is the basic pattern
with a pulse or beat. Rhythm is a pattern we know intimately because our
life depends on it. Your heartbeat is the rhythm of life: baBOOM,
baBOOM. This pattern is a simple rhythm without which you would not
be reading this. This beating of your heart creates a Pulse. The pattern that
the rhythm makes can be Constant, Changing, Simple or Complex.

Rhythm
Free time|Metrical: Can you tap your foot to it? How is time used?
Linear|Cyclical: Does it keep changing, or coming around to the same place?
Syncopated|Straight: "It's got a back beat you can't lose it" Does it make you want
to dance?
Rushing|Dragging: Does it push or pull? Does it groove?

Tempo
The pulse is the basic unit around which rhythm develops.
Another name for pulse is Beat. In music, the pulse holds the
music together, as a heartbeat holds your life together. When
the beat disintegrates, the music dies. We call the rate of speed
of the beat Tempo.
The choices are Very Fast, Fast, Moderate (Walking Tempo), Slow
(turtle walk), and Very Slow

Meter
Meter is the grouping of beats. Back to your heartbeat – the meter is
2, because it repeats the pattern baBOOM. The word Chocolate
creates a meter of 3: Cho-co-late Cho-co-late, with the emphasis
being on the first sound. A meter of 4 might be a phrase like little
baby bigger brother, with the emphasis being on the lit.

Duple|Triple|Complex:
Duple= march-like (2,4,8)
Triple = waltz (3,6)
Complex = (5,7,10,29)

Melody
A single line of pitches that go up and/or down is a Melody. You
already know hundreds of melodies. They are the ones you can
sing, whistle or hum. When one melody enters on top of itself,
we call that a Round or Canon. Frére Jacques and Row Row
Your Boat are examples of Canons. When several different
melodies occur at the same time we call this Counterpoint.

Melody
Harmony|Melody: Are there more chords than a single line? Are there chords at
all? (Horizontal)
Tonal|Atonal: Can you hum along? Do the pitches relate to each other in a familiar way?
Mono|Homo|Polyphonic: Polyphonic means many melodies are going on at the same time.
Homophonic means everybody is playing the same melody. Monophonic = one melody.
Chords: Do the chords seem to have a pattern or do they keep changing? (Vertical)
Major|minor|modal: Do the chords or melody sound familiar? Is this a tonality you've heard
before?

Texture
Close your eyes and feel the things around you. How would you
describe the texture of the material you are sitting on, or the texture
of your shirt, skin, hair, paper … whatever you have on and around
your desk. Now how would you describe the texture of your hair –
soft, flowing, or is your hair short and springy?
How the instruments play – the articulation –creates the texture of
the composition.
Percussive|Smooth: What is the overall texture of the music? Is it jagged and sharp, or are
there long held notes? How would you describe the texture if you felt it with your hands?

Harmony
Can be defined in two different ways:
1) A system of how notes work together;
2) Notes piled up on top of each other to create a sequence of
chords. Many cultures do not use chords but rather a coherent
tuning modal system. For us, a mode will mean a scale that is
neither major nor minor.

Purpose
Every piece of music you hear has a purpose. It may be the
expression of a particular artist/composer, but it can also be for
worship, to sell a product, to enhance a scene in a movie, to
communicate a message, or to celebrate a wedding.
Concert|Event: Was this performance a concert, a recording session, or a
wedding, a funeral, a rite of passage?

Ensemble
Thick|Thin: Is the ensemble large or small? Is the music filled
with notes or are there many silences?
In world music, instruments are grouped into families:
Chordophones: Strings stretched between two points (violin, guitar, berimbao).
Aerophones: in which Sound is generated by a vibrating column of air (trumpet or flute).
Idiophones: A musical instrument, the sound of which is produced by hitting, shaking or
scraping.
Membranophones: Sound through the vibrations of a membrane (timpani, dadabuan).
Metallophones: Metal struck with sticks or mallets to create pitches (kulilntang)
Vocal - Anything made with the voice
Electronic – Oscillators, amplifiers, radios; anything requiring electricity to produce
sound.
Found – Rocks, cans, kitchen implements.

Mood
Mood description is subjective, like taste, but we can
sometimes agree on the general feeling of the music.
How does the music make you feel? Is it Happy, Sad,
Inspiring, Dark, Angry, Nostalgic or any other feelings
from the grand garden of human experience?
Sometimes the music is a complex blending of several
moods.

Dynamics
The Loud and Soft in music. How music changes dynamically
contributes to the creation of its power and intimacy. Dynamics
creates contrasts and pulls us in. From very soft to very loud, we
can increase the loudness (crescendo) or go from loud to soft
(diminuendo).
How is volume is used? Is it always changing or is there a constant
dynamic?
High|Low: Do the pitches sound in a certain high or low region, or do
they cover the whole sound spectrum?

Form
Form creates the shape of the music. Like architecture, it shows us the space
the music lives in. It can be very simple such as a folk or pop song: Verse,
Chorus, Verse (ABA). It might have many sections that keep returning
(Cyclical). A composed piece may not repeat sections, but just keep moving
forward towards a conclusion like a story (Linear). Improvised pieces have
their own internal structure. Every culture has forms of music.
Linear – Known as “Through-composed”. Most major ensemble and symphonic works.
Sonata: Several motifs and/or movements contrasted in theme, tempo and mood.
Cyclical – Most popular music is composed in this form. Sometimes known as
Strophic (ABA), chord progression: a looping sequence of harmony
Dance – Every culture has, besides music, specific dance forms (waltz, rhumba, tango).
Theme & Variation – Single melody passing through various genres and extrapolations.
Form/Structure: What is the overall shape of the piece? Is it a sonata, a song, many sections,
one section? Listen several times and draw a map of its shape.

Purposes
Dance

Wedding

Funeral

Expressive

Lullaby

National Anthem

Worship

Ritual

Coronation

Genres
Star Wars

John Williams

When Harry Met Sally

Harry Connick, Jr.,

Comedy

Groundhog Day

George Fenton

Film Noir

The Maltese Falcom

Adolph Deutsch

Speed

Mark Mancina

Up

Michael Giacchino

The Longest Yard

Hip Hop various

Dark Knight Rises

Hans Zimmer & James Newton
Howard

Aliens

James Horner

The Book of Eli

Atticus Ross

Sci Fi
Romantic

Thriller
Kids
Sports
News
Super hero
Horror
Post apocalyptic
Commercial

Rhodri John

Documentary
Western

Magnificent Seven

Rhodri John

Computer game
Historical
Drama

Elmer Bernstein

Lawrence of Arabia

Maurice Jarre

Lord of the Rings

Howard Shore

Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

Trent Reznor & Atticus Ross

Meet the Fokkers

Randy Newman

Mandela

Hugh Masekela & Cédric Gradus
Samson

The Golden Compass

Alexandre Desplat

CSI/Detective
Mystery
Quirky
Workout
Biography
Fantasy

Quick History
Baroque: (1680-1750) Free flowing, often polyphonic style of music. Rules of
construction are very strict, however. The Fugue, canon and imitation techniques are
some of the basic building blocks. [Bach, Vivaldi]
Classical: (1750-1800) A style of music distinguished by its symmetry and box-like
construction. Measures are generally grouped in fours and eights, modulation and
development are straightforward. Developed as a reaction against the Baroque. The
Sonata and Sonata form are crystallized. Mozart, Haydn
Romantic: (1800-1860) From the French Roman, meaning novel, or story. This style
arose as a parallel to the availability of books to all classes. The structure is based on the
Sonata form, generally, but is allowed to grow and develop like a story, with many
characters, plots, twists and turns, highs and lows. 1850 Late Beethoven, Brahms
Impressionism: (1860-1900) “A style of composition designed to create descriptive
impressions by evoking moods through rich and varied harmonies and timbres”. Ravel,
Debussy.

Silence
Different kinds of silence: embarrassing,
confessional, denouement, realisation (all the
pieces fall into place), accusation, apotheosis,
humorous, tragic, death, life, coming of age
awareness...
In other words, to what are you building?
What is the climax?
When and how does it happen?

Embedded Paradigms
There is always an underlying cultural paradigm influencing
choices and response.
There is also a basic physical response to music.

The Creative Coefficient
There is a crossover point when direction gets in the way of the creative process.
Be sensitive to knowing when to allow the project to develop on its own. Let your
"child" play in the world and become real.
Most inexperienced filmmakers feel they have too much riding on the project to give
up control. Experienced producers know when to let go.
The best projects are usually the ones where each individual feels they've made a
contribution and can take pride in their part. Your job is to keep your vision clear to
these people and gently guide them towards a shared goal.
It is important to be consistent but flexible, to learn to speak the different languages
of your associates, and stay open to learning from them. They want the project to
succeed as much as you do because their reputation is on the line.
Get out of the way and let the story tell itself.

